## Compendial Deferrals for USP40-NF35

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Monograph Title</th>
<th>Monograph Section</th>
<th>Scientific Liaison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revision</td>
<td>&lt;123&gt; GLUCAGON BIOIDENTITY TESTS PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION/Introduction, PROCEDURE/Assay, PROCEDURE/B.</td>
<td>Maura Kibbey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>&lt;321&gt; DRUG PRODUCT ASSAY TESTS - ORGANIC CHEMICAL MEDICINES PF 41(1) Pg. ONLINE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alan Potts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>&lt;327&gt; DRUG PRODUCT IMPURITIES TESTS PF 41(1) Pg. ONLINE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revision</td>
<td>&lt;467&gt; RESIDUAL SOLVENTS PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE</td>
<td>INTRODUCTION, CLASSIFICATION OF RESIDUAL SOLVENTS BY RISK ASSESSMENT, METHODS FOR ESTABLISHING EXPOSURE LIMITS, OPTIONS FOR DESCRIBING LIMITS OF CLASS 2 RESIDUAL SOLVENTS, LIMITS OF RESIDUAL SOLVENTS, LIMITS OF RESIDUAL SOLVENTS, IDENTIFICATION, CONTROL, AND QUANTIFICATION OF RESIDUAL SOLVENTS, GLOSSARY, APPENDIX 1. LIST, APPENDIX 2. ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND, APPENDIX 3. PROCEDURES FOR ESTABLISHING EXPOSURE LIMITS, INTRODUCTION, CONTROL STRATEGY, OPTIONS FOR DESCRIBING LIMITS FOR RESIDUAL SOLVENTS, SCREENING FOR WATER-SOLUBLE ARTICLES, PROCEDURE A, PROCEDURE B, SCREENING FOR WATER-INSOLUBLE ARTICLES, CLASS 3 RESIDUAL SOLVENTS, LIMIT TESTS WHEN SOLVENTS LTBP ARE KNOWN, QUANTITATIVE TESTS, QUANTIFICATION FOR WATER-INSOLUBLE ARTICLES, PROCEDURE C, VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION, VERIFICATION OF COMPRENDIAL PROCEDURES, VALIDATION OF ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURES, APPENDICES</td>
<td>Horacio Pappa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ORGANIC IMPURITIES IN DRUG SUBSTANCES AND DRUG PRODUCTS PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE

INTRODUCTION, IDENTIFICATION OF IMPURITIES IN DRUG SUBSTANCES AND DRUG PRODUCTS, ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR IMPURITIES AND DEGRADATION PRODUCTS, REPORTING IMPURITIES AND DEGRADATION PRODUCTS, SETTING ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR IMPURITIES AND DEGRADATION PRODUCTS, QUALIFICATION OF IMPURITIES AND DEGRADATION PRODUCTS, IDENTIFICATION OF IMPURITIES AND DEGRADATION PRODUCTS

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOUNDING--STERILE PREPARATIONS PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE


NEAR-INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY PF 41(1) Pg. ONLINE

Title, 1. INTRODUCTION, 2. QUALIFICATION OF NIR SPECTROMETERS, 3. PROCEDURE, 4. VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION, USP REFERENCE STANDARDS <11>

RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY PF 40(6) Pg. ONLINE

Title, Introduction, QUALIFICATION OF RAMAN SPECTROMETERS, PROCEDURE, VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION, VERIFICATION

UNIFORMITY OF DOSE FROM ORAL SUSPENSIONS IN MULTIPLE-UNIT CONTAINERS PF 40(4) Pg. ONLINE

Title, PURPOSE, PROCEDURE, ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

*Antonio Hernandez-Cardoso, Jeanne Sun, Kahkashan Zaidi, William Brown*
ACAMPROSATE CALCIUM PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE

Title, Chemical Info/Chemical Structure, Chemical Info/C10H20CaN2O8S2, Chemical Info/400.48, Chemical Info/1-Propanesulfonic acid, 3-(acetylamino)-, calcium salt (2:1), Chemical Info/Ca2+(3-(acetylamino)propane-1-sulfonate, Chemical Info/CAS, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A. Infrared Absorption <197K>, IDENTIFICATION/B., IDENTIFICATION/C. Identification Tests-General <191>, Calcium, ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Limit of Acamprosate Related Compound A, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, SPECIFIC TESTS/pH <791>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Loss on Drying <731>, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Acamprosate Calcium RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Acamprosate Related Compound A RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Acamprosate Related Compound B RS

Heather Joyce

ACAMPROSATE DELAYED-RELEASE TABLETS PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE


Heather Joyce

ACETAZOLAMIDE PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE


Ramanujam Prasad

ACETYLCYSTEINE COMPOUNDED SOLUTION PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE

Title, DEFINITION/Introduction, ASSAY/Procedure, SPECIFIC TESTS/pH <791>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Sterility Tests <71>, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Beyond-Use Date, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Acetylcysteine RS

Jeanne Sun
**Revision**  
**ALBUMIN HUMAN PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE**

DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A. Immunodiffusion, IDENTIFICATION/B. Protein Composition by Zone Electrophoresis, ASSAY/Procedure, OTHER COMPONENTS/Content of Sodium Caprylate, OTHER COMPONENTS/Content of N-Acetyl-dl-tryptophan, IMPURITIES/Prekallikrein Activator <165>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Bacterial Endotoxins Test <85>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Biological Reactivity tests <88>, In Vivo, Safety Tests-Biologicals, SPECIFIC TESTS/Sterility Tests <71>, SPECIFIC TESTS/pH <791>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Molecular Weight Distribution, SPECIFIC TESTS/Heat Stability, SPECIFIC TESTS/Content of Sodium, SPECIFIC TESTS/Limit of Potassium, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>

---

**Revision**  
**ALBUTEROL TABLETS PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE**


---

**Revision**  
**ALPRAZOLAM TABLETS PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE**


---

**Revision**  
**AMINOBENZOATE SODIUM PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE**


---

**Kevin Carrick**  
**Mary Koleck**  
**Heather Joyce**  
**Wei Yang**
AMINOhippurate Sodium Injection

Identification Tests-General, Sodium <191>, Identification/C.

AMLODIPINE AND ATORVASTATIN TABLETS


ASPIRIN


ASPIRIN CAPSULES


Sujatha Ramakrishna

Clydewyn Anthony

Hillary Cai
New

ATORVASTATIN CALCIUM TABLETS PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

Sujatha Ramakrishna

Revision

BETAMETHASONE VALERATE LOTION PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE

Sujatha Ramakrishna

New

BIVALIRUDIN PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE

Mary Koleck

Anita Szajek
Title, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/B. Bioidentity, ASSAY/Procedure, ASSAY/Product-Related Substances and Impurities, PERFORMANCE TESTS/Uniformity of Dosage Units <905>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Completeness of Solution <641>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Constituted Solution, SPECIFIC TESTS/Bacterial Endotoxins Test <85>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Sterility Tests <71>, Test for Sterility of the Product to Be Examined, Membrane Filtration, SPECIFIC TESTS/Water Determination <92>, Method Ic, SPECIFIC TESTS/Particulate Matter in Injections <788>, SPECIFIC TESTS/pH <79>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Other Requirements, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Bivalirudin RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP [Asp9]-Bivalirudin RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Endotoxin RS

Anita Szajek

Revision BROMPHENIRAMINE MALEATE ORAL SOLUTION PF 41(1) Pg. ONLINE


Domenick Vicchio

Revision BROMPHENIRAMINE MALEATE TABLETS PF 41(1) Pg. ONLINE


Domenick Vicchio
New CARGLUMIC ACID PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE


Revision CASTOR OIL PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE

Identity by Fatty Acid Composition, IDENTIFICATION/B. Distinction from Most Other Fixed Oils, ASSAY/Triglyceride Composition, SPECIFIC TESTS/Distinction from Most Other Fixed Oils, SPECIFIC TESTS/Fats and Fixed Oils <401>, Free Fatty Acids, SPECIFIC TESTS/Fats and Fixed Oils <401>, Acid Value, SPECIFIC TESTS/Fats and Fixed Oils <401>, Hydroxyl Value, SPECIFIC TESTS/Fats and Fixed Oils <401>, Peroxide Value, SPECIFIC TESTS/Fats and Fixed Oils, Iodine Value <401>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Fats and Fixed Oils <401>, Unsaponifiable Matter, SPECIFIC TESTS/Water Determination <921>, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Other Requirements, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>

Chemical Info, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A. Identity by Fatty Acid Composition, IDENTIFICATION/B. Melting Range or Temperature <741>, Class II, ASSAY/Triglyceride Composition, IMPURITIES/Limit of Nickel, IMPURITIES/Alkaline Impurity, SPECIFIC TESTS/Melting Range or Temperature, Class II <741>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Fats and Fixed Oils, <401>, Acid Value (Free Fatty Acids), ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>

Revision HYDROGENATED CASTOR OIL PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE

Chemical Info, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A. Identity by Fatty Acid Composition, IDENTIFICATION/B. Melting Range or Temperature <741>, Class II, ASSAY/Triglyceride Composition, IMPURITIES/Limit of Nickel, IMPURITIES/Alkaline Impurity, SPECIFIC TESTS/Melting Range or Temperature, Class II <741>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Fats and Fixed Oils, <401>, Acid Value (Free Fatty Acids), ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>

Sujatha Ramakrishna

Hong Wang
Revision

CHLORPHENIRAMINE MALEATE TABLETS PF 41(1) Pg. ONLINE


New

CINNAMOMUM CASSIA TWIG PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE


Domenick Vicchio

Cuiying Ma
New CINNAMOMUM CASSIA TWIG POWDER PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

Revision CIPROFLOXACIN TABLETS PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE
IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage

New CLOMIPRAMINE COMPOUNDED ORAL SUSPENSION, VETERINARY PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE
Title, DEFINITION/Introduction, ASSAY/Procedure, SPECIFIC TESTS/pH <791>, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Beyond-Use Date, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Clomipramine Hydrochloride RS

New CREATINE PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE

Cuiying Ma
Shankari Shivaprasad
Jeanne Sun
Huy Dinh
Revision **DEXCHLORPHENIRAMINE MALEATE TABLETS PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE**

IDENTIFICATION/A. Identification-Organic Nitrogenous Bases

**Revision** **DIPYRIDAMOLE PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE**


**Revision** **DIPYRIDAMOLE TABLETS PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE**


**Revision** **ELEUTHERO PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE**

{Title} Eleuthero Root and Rhizome, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A. HPTLC for Articles of Botanical Origin <203>, COMPOSITION/Content of Eleutherosides B and E

**Sujatha Ramakrishna**
New ELEUTHERO ROOT AND RHIZOME DRY EXTRACT CAPSULES PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE


New ELEUTHERO ROOT AND RHIZOME DRY EXTRACT TABLETS PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE


Revision POWDERED ELEUTHERO PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE

{Title} Eleuthero Root and Rhizome Powder, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A. HPTLC for Articles of Botanical Origin <203>, COMPOSITION/Content of Eleutherosides B and E

Revision POWDERED ELEUTHERO EXTRACT PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE

{Title} Eleuthero Root and Rhizome Dry Extract, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/Thin-Layer Chromatographic Identification Test <201>, COMPOSITION/Content of Eleutherosides B and E, SPECIFIC TESTS/Alcohol Determination <611>, Method II, SPECIFIC TESTS/Other Requirements, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Labeling

Natalia Davydova

Anton Bzhelyansky
New EPOETIN PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE

Title, Chemical Info/Chemical Structure, Chemical Info/C809H1301N229O240S5, Chemical Info/18,236.06 Da (amino acid sequence), DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A.
Erythropoietin Bioassays <124>, IDENTIFICATION/B. Peptide Mapping, ASSAY/ Erythropoietin Bioassays <124>, IMPURITIES/Limit of High Molecular Weight Proteins, SPECIFIC TESTS/N-Glycan Profiling, SPECIFIC TESTS/ Isoform Distribution, SPECIFIC TESTS/ Protein Content, SPECIFIC TESTS/ Sterility Tests <71>, SPECIFIC TESTS/ Bacterial Endotoxins Test <85>, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/ Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/ Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/ USP Reference Standards <11>/ USP Endotoxin RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/ USP Reference Standards <11>/ USP Fruthromonietin RS

Kevin Carrick

New EPTACOG ALFA PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE

Title, Chemical Info/Chemical Structure, Chemical Info/C1982H3054N560O618S28, Chemical Info/ INS: (The chemical formula includes the γ-carboxylations and modification of D (Asp) in position 63, and does not include the glycosylations.), Chemical Info/ Insulin; 50,000 (The molecular weight includes the glycosylation.), Chemical Info/CAS, DEFINITION/ Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/B. Peptide Mapping, ASSAY/ Concentration of Eptacog Alfa, ASSAY/ Potency, IMPURITIES/ Degraded Heavy Chain and Oxidized Forms, IMPURITIES/ Gla-Domainless Eptacog Alfa (γ-carboxylation), IMPURITIES/ Dimer and Related Substances of Higher Molecular Mass, IMPURITIES/ Non-Activated Factor VII (Single Chain), SPECIFIC TESTS/ Glycan Analysis, SPECIFIC TESTS/ Bacterial Endotoxins Test <85>, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/ Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/ Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/ USP Reference Standards <11>/ USP Coagulation Factor VIIa RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/ USP Reference Standards <11>/ USP Coagulation Factor VIIa for Bioassay RS

Kevin Carrick

New EPTACOG ALFA FOR INJECTION PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE

Title, DEFINITION/ Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A., ASSAY/ Content of Eptacog Alfa, ASSAY/ Potency, IMPURITIES/ Degraded Heavy Chain and Oxidized Forms, IMPURITIES/ Dimer and Related Substances of Higher Molecular Mass, SPECIFIC TESTS/ Water Determination <921>, Method 1c, SPECIFIC TESTS/ Bacterial Endotoxins Test <85>, SPECIFIC TESTS/ pH <791>, SPECIFIC TESTS/ Sterility Tests <71>, Test for Sterility of the Product to Be Examined, Membrane Filtration, SPECIFIC TESTS/ Constituted Solution, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/ Packaging and Storage Requirements <659>, Injection Packaging, Sterile solids packaging, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/ Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/ USP Reference Standards <11>/ USP Coagulation Factor VIIa RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/ USP Reference Standards <11>/ USP Coagulation Factor VIIa for Bioassay RS

Kevin Carrick
ESMOLOL HYDROCHLORIDE PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE

ETHAMBUTOL HYDROCHLORIDE COMPOUNDED ORAL SUSPENSION PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE

EXENATIDE PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE
New FEBANTEL PF 41(4) Pg. ONLINE


Revision FLUORESCEIN PF 40(5) Pg. ONLINE


New FLUTICASONE PROPIONATE LOTION PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE

Revision FLUTICASONE PROPIONATE NASAL SPRAY PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE

ASSAY/Procedure, OTHER COMPONENTS/Content of Benzalkonium Chloride, PERFORMANCE TESTS/Delivered Dose Uniformity (within container), PERFORMANCE TESTS/Delivered Dose Uniformity (within batch), IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, SPECIFIC TESTS/Foreign Particulates, SPECIFIC TESTS/Droplet Size Distribution, SPECIFIC TESTS/Spray Pattern, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Benzalkonium Bromide RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Docusate Sodium RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Fluticasone Propionate Related Compound D RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Fluticasone Propionate Related Compounds Mixture RS This Reference Standard is a mixture of fluticasone propionate and fluticasone propionate related compounds D and F, and the chemical names for all are given below: Fluticasone propionate:S-Fluoromethyl 6α,9α-difluoro-11β-hydroxy-16α-methyl-3-oxo-17&alpha ;-propionyloxyandrosta-1,4-diene-17β-carbothioate. Fluticasone propionate related compound D:S-Methyl6α,9α-difluoro-11β-hydroxy-16α-methyl-3-oxo-17&alpha;-propionyloxy-androsta-1,4-diene-17β-carbothioate. Fluticasone propionate related compound F: 6α,9α-Difluoro-11β,17α-dihydroxy-16α-methyl-3-oxoandrosta-1,4-diene-17β-carboxylic acid.

New FROVATRIPTAN TABLETS PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE


Ravi Ravichandran

Heather Joyce
**NEW** Frovatriptan Succinate PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE

- **Title**: Chemical Info/Chemical Structure
- **Chemical Info**: C14H17N3O·C4H6O4·H2O, Chemical Info/379.41
- **Chemical Info**: (+)-(R)-2,3,4,9-Tetrahydro-3-(methylamino)-1H-carbazole-6-carboxamide butanedioate (1:1), monohydrate, Chemical Info/(+)-(R)-5,6,7,8-Tetrahydro-6-(methylamino)carbazole-3-carboxamide succinate (1:1), monohydrate, Chemical Info/CAS
- **DEFINITION/Introduction**: Infrared Absorption <197K>, IDENTIFICATION/A.
- **ASSAY/Procedure**: , ASSAY/Procedure,
- **IMPURITIES**: Residue on Ignition <281>, IMPURITIES/Limit of Palladium, IMPURITIES/Limit of d-Camphor Sulfonic Acid, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, IMPURITIES/Enantiomeric Purity, IMPURITIES/Enantiomeric Purity
- **SPECIFIC TESTS/Method**: Water Determination <921>, Method I, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage

**REVISION** Hard Gelatin Capsule Shell PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE

- **Title**: DEFINITION/Introduction
- **IDENTIFICATION/A.**: GENERAL
- **IDENTIFICATION/B.**: SPECIFIC TESTS/Loss on Drying <731>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Disintegration <701>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Microbial Enumeration Tests <61> and Tests for Specified Microorganisms <62>, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage

**REVISION** Gonadorelin Acetate PF 40(3) Pg. ONLINE

- **DEFINITION/Introduction**: IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure
- **OTHER COMPONENTS**: Acetic Acid in Peptides <503>, IMPURITIES/Gonadorelin Related Impurities, IMPURITIES/Acetic Acid and, IMPURITIES/Limit of Fluoride, SPECIFIC TESTS/Optical Rotation, Specific Rotation <781S>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Bacterial Endotoxins <85>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Microbial Enumeration Tests <61> and Tests for Specified Microorganisms <62>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Amino Acid Analysis, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Endotoxin RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Glacial Acetic Acid RS

**Heather Joyce**

**Margareth Marques**

**Trish Li**
**Revision** HISTIDINE PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE


**Revision** HYDROXYZINE HYDROCHLORIDE INJECTION PF 41(1) Pg. ONLINE

ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Limit of 4-Chlorobenzophenone, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Hydroxyzine Related Compound A RS 1-[(4-Chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazine.C17H19ClN2286.80

**Revision** HYDROXYZINE HYDROCHLORIDE ORAL SOLUTION PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP 4-Chlorobenzophenone RS 4-Chlorobenzophenone.C13H9ClO216.66, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Hydroxyzine Related Compound A RS p-Chlorobenzhydrylpiperazine; Also known as 1-[(4-Chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazine.C17H19ClN2286.80

**Revision** HYDROXYZINE PAMOATE PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

IDENTIFICATION/Infrared Absorption <197K>, IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP 4-Chlorobenzophenone RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Hydroxyzine Related Compound A RS

**Revision** HYDROXYZINE PAMOATE CAPSULES PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, PERFORMANCE TESTS/Dissolution <711>, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP 4-Chlorobenzophenone RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Hydroxyzine Related Compound A RS
ILOPERIDONE

**NEW**

**Chemical Info**
- Chemical Structure
- Chemical Info/Ethanone, 1-[4-[3-[4-(6-fluoro-1,2-benzisoxazol-3-yl)-1-piperidinyl]propoxy]-3-methoxyphenyl]-; Chemical Info/4&prime;-[3-[4-(6-Fluoro-1,2-benzisoxazol-3-yl)piperidino]propoxy]-3&prime;methoxyacetophenone, Chemical Info/CAS,
- **DEFINITION**/Introduction, **IDENTIFICATION**/A. Infrared Absorption <197K>, **IDENTIFICATION**/B., **ASSAY**/Procedure, **IMPURITIES**/Residue on Ignition <281>, **IMPURITIES**/Organic Impurities, **SPECIFIC TESTS**/Loss on Drying <731>, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/Packaging and Storage, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Chloropropyl Vanillin RS, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Iloperidone RS, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Iloperidone Related Compound A RS, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Paliperidone Related Compound B RS, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Vanillin RS

**Heather Joyce**

**Revision**

IMIPRAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE TABLETS

**NEW**

**IDENTIFICATION**/A. Infrared Absorption <197K>, **IDENTIFICATION**/B., **ASSAY**/Procedure, **PERFORMANCE TESTS**/Dissolution <711>, **PERFORMANCE TESTS**/Uniformity of Dosage Units <905>, **IMPURITIES**/Organic Impurities, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/Packaging and Storage, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Depramine RS, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Desipramine Hydrochloride RS, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Iminodibenzyl RS

**Heather Joyce**

**Revision**

INDAPAMIDE

**NEW**

**DEFINITION**/Introduction, **IDENTIFICATION**/B. Ultraviolet Absorption <197U>, **IDENTIFICATION**/B., **ASSAY**/Procedure, **IMPURITIES**/Chromatographic Purity, **IMPURITIES**/Organic Impurities, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Indapamide Related Compound A RS, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Indapamide Related Compound B RS, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Indapamide Related Compound C RS

**Sujatha Ramakrishna**

**Revision**

INDAPAMIDE TABLETS

**NEW**

**ASSAY**/Procedure, **IMPURITIES**/Organic Impurities, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Indapamide Related Compound A RS, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Indapamide Related Compound B RS, **ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Indapamide Related Compound C RS

**Sujatha Ramakrishna**
Revision  INDOMETHACIN ORAL SUSPENSION PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE  IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, OTHER COMPONENTS/Content of Sorbic Acid (if present), IMPURITIES/Limit of 4-Chlorobenzoic Acid, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Indomethacin Related Compound B RS  Wei Yang

Revision  IRON SUCROSE INJECTION PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE  ASSAY/Iron, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Labeling  Sujatha Ramakrishna

Revision  KRILL OIL CAPSULES PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE  IDENTIFICATION/A. Fatty Acid Profile, IDENTIFICATION/B. Phospholipid Profile, STRENGTH/Content of Total Phospholipids  Natalia Davydova

New  L##_EPTACOG alfa, Dionex CarboPac PA100 PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE  L## (Eptacog Alfa, Dionex CarboPac PA100)  Trish Li

New  L##_Rosuvastatin Calcium, Chiracel OJ-RH PF 40(6) Pg. ONLINE  L## (Rosuvastatin Calcium, CHIRALCEL OJ-RH)  Sujatha Ramakrishna

New  L##_Sodium Nitrite, IonPac AS12A PF 40(6) Pg. ONLINE  L## (Sodium Nitrite, IonPac AS12A)-  Sujatha Ramakrishna

Revision  L85 PF 39(3) Pg. ONLINE  L## (Adenine, GC <227>, Acclaim Mixed-Mode WCX-1)  Clydewyn Anthony

New  LEUCOVORIN CALCIUM COMPOUNDED ORAL SUSPENSION PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE  Title, DEFINITION/Introduction, ASSAY/Procedure, SPECIFIC TESTS/pH <791>, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Beyond-Use Date, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Leucovorin Calcium RS  Jeanne Sun

Revision  LEVAMISOLE HYDROCHLORIDE PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE  IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/A. Infrared Absorption <197>, IDENTIFICATION/B., IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, SPECIFIC TESTS/Melting Range or Temperature <741>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Light Absorption, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Levamisole System Suitability Mixture RS  Morgan Puderbaugh

Revision  LEVONORGESTREL PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE  IDENTIFICATION/C., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Limit of Ethynyl Group, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities  Gerald Hsu

Revision  LITHIUM CARBONATE PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE  DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Calcium, IMPURITIES/Sodium, IMPURITIES/Calcium and Sodium, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>  Ren-Hwa Yeh

New  MARFEY'S REAGENT PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE  Marfey's Reagent  Hillary Cai

Revision  MEDROXYPROGESTERONE ACETATE INJECTABLE SUSPENSION PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE  IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Medroxyprogesterone Acetate Related Compound A RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Medroxyprogesterone Acetate Related Compound B RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Meoestrol Acetate RS  Gerald Hsu
Revision  MEDROXYPROGESTERONE ACETATE TABLETS PF 41(3) Pg. ONLINE

Revision  METHOTREXATE INJECTION PF 41(4) Pg. ONLINE

Revision  METHOTREXATE TABLETS PF 41(4) Pg. ONLINE

New  METHYL CIS-11-EICOSENOATE PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE
Methyl cis-11-eicosenoate

New  METHYL 12-KETOSTEARATE PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE
Methyl 12-Ketostearate

Revision  METHYLENE BLUE INJECTION PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

Revision  METHYL PREDNISOLONE PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE

Gerald Hsu
Feiwen Mao
Feiwen Mao
Hong Wang
Hong Wang
Donald Min
Gerald Hsu
Revision METHYLPREDNISOLONE TABLETS PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE
IDENTIFICATION/A. Infrared Absorption <197K>,
IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Organic
Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards
<11>/USP Methylprednisolone Related Compound A RS,
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Methylprednisolone Related Compound C RS, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Methylprednisolone Related Compound D RS, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Prednisone RS.

Revision METHYLPREDNISOLONE ACETATE PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE
IDENTIFICATION/A. Infrared Absorption <197K>,
IDENTIFICATION/A. Infrared Absorption <197>,
IDENTIFICATION/B. Ultraviolet Absorption <197U>,
IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Organic
Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage,
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Dexamethasone Acetate RS 9-Fluoro-11β,17,21-trihydroxy-16&alpha;,-methylpregna-1,4-diene-3,20-dione 21-
acetate.C24H31FO6434.51

Revision METHYLPREDNISOLONE ACETATE INJECTABLE SUSPENSION PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE
IDENTIFICATION/A. Infrared Absorption <197K>,
IDENTIFICATION/A. Infrared Absorption <197>,
IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Organic
Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage,
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Dexamethasone Acetate RS 9-Fluoro-11β,17,21-trihydroxy-16&alpha;,-methylpregna-1,4-diene-3,20-dione 21-
acetate.C24H31FO6434.51

Revision METOPROLOL TARTRATE INJECTION PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE
IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure,
IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Metoprolol
Related Compound A RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP
Reference Standards <11>/USP Metoprolol Related Compound B
RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards
<11>/USP Metoprolol Related Compound C RS
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Miconazole Related Compound C RS

Revision MICONAZOLE PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Miconazole Related Compound C RS

New MICONAZOLE COMPOUNDED OPHTHALMIC SOLUTION PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE
Title, DEFINITION/Introduction, ASSAY/Procedure, SPECIFIC
TESTS/pH <791>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Sterility Tests <71>, SPECIFIC
TESTS/Particulate Matter in Ophthalmic Solutions <789>,
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/Beyond-Use Date, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP
Reference Standards <11>/USP Miconazole RS
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Miconazole Related Compound F RS

Revision MICONAZOLE NITRATE TOPICAL POWDER PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE
Miconazole Related Compound F RS
New MILBEMYCIN OXIME PF 40(4) Pg. ONLINE

Chemical Info/Chemical Structure, Chemical Info/Mixture of milbemycin A3 oxime and milbemycin A4 oxime, Chemical Info/CAS, Chemical Info/Milbemycin A3 Oxime, Chemical Info/C31H43NO7, Chemical Info/541.68, Chemical Info/Milbemycin B, 5-O-demethyl-28-deoxy-25-methyl-6,28-epoxy-23-hydroxyimino-, [6R,23S,25S(E)]; (2&alpha;E,4E,5&prime;r;S,6R,6&prime;r;S,8E,11R,13R,15S,17&alpha;&r;R,20&alpha;r;E;R,20&beta;r;S)-6&prime;r;S-ethyl-3&prime;r;S,4&prime;r;S,5&prime;r;S,6,6&prime;r;S,7,10,11,14,15,17&alpha;&r;R,20&alpha;r;E;R,20&beta;r;S-tetradecahydro-20&beta;r;S-hydroxy-5&prime;r;S,6,19-tetramethylenespiro[11,15-methano-2H,13H,17H-furo[4,3,2-pq][2,6]benzodioxacyclooctadecin-13,2&prime;r;S]-[2H]pyran]-17-one 20-oxime., Chemical Info/Milbemycin A4 Oxime, Chemical Info/C32H45NO7, Chemical Info/555.70, Chemical Info/Milbemycin B, 5-O-demethyl-28-deoxy-25-ethyl-6,28-epoxy-23-hydroxyimino-, [6R,23S,25S(E)]; (2&alpha;E,4E,5&prime;r;S,6R,6&prime;r;S,8E,11R,13R,15S,17&alpha;&r;R,20&alpha;r;E;R,20&beta;r;S)-6&prime;r;S-ethyl-3&prime;r;S,4&prime;r;S,5&prime;r;S,6,6&prime;r;S,7,10,11,14,15,17&alpha;&r;R,20&alpha;r;E;R,20&beta;r;S-tetradecahydro-20&beta;r;S-hydroxy-5&prime;r;S,6,19-tetramethylenespiro[11,15-methano-2H,13H,17H-furo[4,3,2-pq][2,6]benzodioxacyclooctadecin-13,2&prime;r;S]-[2H]pyran]-17-one 20-oxime., DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A. Infrared Absorption <197K>, ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Residue on Ignition <281>, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, SPECIFIC TESTS/Water Determination, Method I <921>, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP IDENTITY/Infrared Absorption <197K>, ASSAY/Procedure, PERFORMANCE TESTS/Dissolution <711>, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities IDENTITY/Infrared Absorption <197K>, ASSAY/Procedure, PERFORMANCE TESTS/Dissolution <711>, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities

Revision MORPHINE SULFATE EXTENDED-RELEASE CAPSULES PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE

IDENTIFICATION/Infrared Absorption <197K>, ASSAY/Procedure, PERFORMANCE TESTS/Dissolution <711>, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities

New MOXIFLOXACIN TABLETS PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE


Morgan Puderbaugh
Hillary Cai
Shankari Shivaprasad

Title, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, PERFORMANCE TESTS/Dissolution <711>, PERFORMANCE TESTS/Uniformity of Dosage Units <905>, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Nebivolol Hydrochloride RS
NEBIVOLOL HYDROCHLORIDE PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE


DONALD MIN

NORETHINDRONE PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

IDENTIFICATION/<197K>, IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Chromatographic Purity, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, SPECIFIC TESTS/Melting Range or Temperature <741>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Completeness of Solution, SPECIFIC TESTS/Limit of Ethynyl Group, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Norethindrone Related Compound B RS.

REN-HWA YEH

NORETHINDRONE TABLETS PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

IDENTIFICATION/A. Infrared Absorption, IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Norethindrone Related Compound B RS.

REN-HWA YEH

NORETHINDRONE ACETATE PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE


REN-HWA YEH
Revision

NORETHINDRONE ACETATE TABLETS PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

IDENTIFICATION/A. Infrared Absorption <197K>,
IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure,
PERFORMANCE TESTS/Dissolution <711>, PERFORMANCE
TESTS/Uniformity of Dosage Units <905>, Content Uniformity,
IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Norethindrone RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference
Standards <11>/USP Norethindrone Related Compound B RS

New

OLIVE LEAF PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE

TITLE, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A. HPTLC for
Articles of Botanical Origin <203>, IDENTIFICATION/B. HPTLC for
Articles of Botanical Origin <203>, COMPOSITION/Content of
Oleuropein, CONTAMINANTS/Articles of Botanical Origin <561>,
Limits of Elemental Impurities, CONTAMINANTS/Articles of
Botanical Origin <561>, Pesticide Residue Analysis,
CONTAMINANTS/Microbial Enumeration Tests <2021>,
CONTAMINANTS/Absence of Specified Microorganisms <2022>,
Test Procedures, Test for Absence of Salmonella Species and Test
for Absence of Escherichia coli, SPECIFIC TESTS/Botanical
Characteristics, SPECIFIC TESTS/Articles of Botanical Origin
<561>, Foreign Organic Matter, SPECIFIC TESTS/Loss on Drying
<731>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Articles of Botanical Origin <561>, Total
Ash, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage,
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Labeling, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Oleanolic
Acid RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards
<11>/USP Oleuropein RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP
Reference Standards <11>/USP Olive Leaf Dry Extract RS,
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Rutin RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards
<11>/USP Hibiscus RS

Ren-Hwa Yeh

Anton Bzhelyansky
Hillary Cai

PIMOBENDAN PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

New

Title, Chemical Info/Chemical Structure, Chemical Info/C19H18N4O2, Chemical Info/334.37, Chemical Info/3(2H)-Pyridazinone, 4,5-dihydro-6-[2-(4-methoxyphenyl)-1H-benzimidazol-5-yl]-5-methyl-, (+)-; Chemical Info/(±)-4,5-Dihydro-6-[2-(p-methoxyphenyl)-5-benzimidazolyl]-5-methyl-3(2H)-pyridazinone, Chemical Info/6-[2-(4-Methoxyphenyl)-1H-benzimidazol-5-yl]-5-methyl-4,5-dihydropyridazin-3(2H)-one, Chemical Info/CAS, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A, Infrared Absorption <197>, IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, SPECIFIC TESTS/Water Determination <921>, Method I, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Pimobendan RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Pimobendan Related Compound A RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Pimobendan Related Compound B RS

Morgan Puderbaugh

POLYOXYL 35 CASTOR OIL PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE


Hong Wang

POLYOXYL 40 HYDROGENATED CASTOR OIL PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE

Chemical Info, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/A. Identity by Fatty Acid Composition, IMPURITIES/Ethylene Oxide and Dioxane <228>, Method I, IMPURITIES/Limit of Nickel, SPECIFIC TESTS/Fats and Fixed Oils <401>, Hydroxyl Value, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>

Hong Wang

POTASSIUM CITRATE EXTENDED-RELEASE TABLETS PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

ASSAY/Procedure

Natalia Davydova
Revision PREGABALIN PF 41(6) Pg. ONLINE


New RED CLOVER AERIAL PARTS ISOFAVONE AGLYCONES DRY EXTRACT PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE


New ROSUVASTATIN TABLETS PF 40(6) Pg. ONLINE

Title, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, PERFORMANCE TESTS/Dissolution <711>, PERFORMANCE TESTS/Uniformity of Dosage Units <905>, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Rosuvastatin Calcium RS

Hillary Cai
Anton Bzhelyansky
Sujatha Ramakrishna

Sujatha Ramakrishna

Revision  SPIRONOLACTONE PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

IDENTIFICATION/A. Infrared Absorption <197K><197>,
IDENTIFICATION/B. Ultraviolet Absorption <197U>,
IDENTIFICATION/B., ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Ordinary
Impurities <466>, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Spironolactone Related Compound B RS, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Spironolactone Related Compound C RS, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Spironolactone Related Compound D RS, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP
Spironolactone Epimer Mixture RS, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP

Revision  SILVER SULFADIAZINE CREAM PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE

IDENTIFICATION/A. Thin-Layer Chromatographic Identification
Test <201>, IDENTIFICATION/A., IDENTIFICATION/B.,
ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Sulfadiazine
RS

New  SULFAGUANIDINE PF 41(4) Pg. ONLINE

Sulfaguanidine

New  TERIPARATIDE INJECTION PF 41(4) Pg. ONLINE

Title, DEFINITION/Introduction, IDENTIFICATION/A.,
ASSAY/Procedure, Product-Related Impurities, SPECIFIC TESTS/pH
<791>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Bacterial Endotoxins Test <85>,
SPECIFIC TESTS/Sterility Tests <71>, Test for Sterility of the
Product to Be Examined, Membrane Filtration, SPECIFIC
TESTS/Particulate Matter in Injections <788>, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP
Reference Standards <11>/USP Endotoxin RS, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Teriparatide
RS

Revision  TESTOSTERONE PF 41(4) Pg. ONLINE

IDENTIFICATION/Infrared Absorption <197K>, IDENTIFICATION/B.
Ultraviolet Absorption <197U>, IDENTIFICATION/B.,
ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, SPECIFIC
TESTS/Melting Range or Temperature <741>, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Exemestane
Related Compound C RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP
Reference Standards <11>/USP Testosterone Related Compound A
RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards
<11>/USP Testosterone Related Compound C RS, ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Testosterone
Related Compound I RS

Donald Min
Praveen Pabba
Sridevi Ramachandran
Edith Chang
Ren-Hwa Yeh
New ZINC SULFATE COMPOUNDED INJECTION PF 41(2) Pg. ONLINE
Title, DEFINITION/Introduction, ASSAY/Procedure, SPECIFIC TESTS/pH <791>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Sterility Tests <71>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Bacterial Endotoxins Test <85>, SPECIFIC TESTS/Particulate Matter in Injections <788>, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Packaging and Storage, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Beyond-Use Date, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/Labeling, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Endotoxin RS, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Zinc Sulfate RS

Revision ZIPRASIDONE HYDROCHLORIDE PF 42(1) Pg. ONLINE
IDENTIFICATION/A. Infrared Absorption <197K> <197>, ASSAY/Procedure, IMPURITIES/Limit of Early-Eluting Impurities, IMPURITIES/Limit of Late-Eluting Impurities, IMPURITIES/Organic Impurities, ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS/USP Reference Standards <11>/USP Ziprasidone Related Compound F RS

New ZIPRASIDONE CAPSULES PF 41(5) Pg. ONLINE

Jeanne Sun
Sridevi Ramachandran
Sridevi Ramachandran